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Overwhelmed by the thought of self-care? Whether you're feeling desperate for self-care, stuck
and unsure how, or just low on time, reach for this curated guide of  #microselfcare solutions for

quick, easy, practically effortless self-care boosts.

Back to Basics
Fall back on these basic

self-care practices that are
all-too easy to let slide.

Affirming audio
Rocking out or zonking out, use

these playlists for a self-care boost
anytime.

My #microselfcare emergency kit contains:

Drink water.
#hydrationiskey

Most importantly?
Keep it SIMPLE and have self-compassion. Give yourself some credit for
recognizing that you have this need, even if you can’t act on it right this

second. You have NOTICED, and that, in itself, is an important step.

Eat. Ideally something
nourishing, but start small.

Floss (...yes really): An
easy way to focus on

you in ~2 min. 

Listening to binaural beats
(with both earbuds in) can

enhance focus,
concentration, and

relaxation. 

Be the greatest playlist: My
favorite songs for a

confidence boost or to shore
up my strength.
#dontjudgeme 

Adaptogens
This family of

powerhouse herbs
enhances energy
by strengthening
our stress reaction,

recovery, and
resilience. They
come in many

forms, and do their
best work when

used daily, but are
a great self-care

reset when
needed. My

favorite? RASA tea.

Quick & easy
meditation moments 

Mindfulness and meditation does not require any
particular setup or fancy equipment. We literally just

need ourselves, in any setting, and some guidance can
help a lot. Here are some of my favorites:

Parents relaxation meditation on
insight timer. A great meditation for
parents when the kids are underfoot.
Guides in a mindful composure while
remaining engaged with the kiddos. 

The loving kindness meditation 
an awesome tool to send love to

others, and then practice giving it to
yourself, too. Here's a favorite of mine .

The Headspace app teaches guided
meditation for beginners
approachable, bite-sized lessons (~3
min or more, if you want) and adorable
videos describing techniques and
mindfulness tools. 
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